FIELD DAY OF THE PAST TRACTOR PULL RULES
1. Point of hitch must be a ring, loop or clevis approximately three inches in diameter. The ring, loop or
clevis must be mounted rearward, making the point of hitch behind the drawbar. No plates, rings,
loops of clevises mounted forward of the drawbar will be allowed.
2. Point of hitch on all rings, loops or clevises will be a maximum of 20” high (can be lower). Point of
hitch will be a minimum of 20” from center of axle (or longer). For open classes, point of hitch will be
a minimum of 18” from center of axle.
3. There will be a pull-off in each class.
4. The first puller in each class will set the class.
5. The winner of each class will be weighed in and hitch will be checked.
6. Each puller must register and will be issued a number for each class.
7. The flag man rules the track with a red or green flag.
8. Antique tractors must be original, except for hitches. All weights must be permanently mounted. No
widened rims or cut tires will be allowed.
9. One tire size above factory replacement will be allowed. Example 13-38=14.9 can be replaced by 15-38.
10. All modified tractors must pull in open classes.
11. Classes will be added or eliminated as needed.
12. Track officials reserve the right to reclassify tractors.
13. Tractors may pull only once in each class and only two classes per day.
14. No alcohol or intoxication is allowed.
15. Drivers must remain seated.
16. Anyone operating a tractor in an unsafe manner will be disqualified.
17. Any foul language by a puller directed toward any track official or spectator will result in immediate
disqualification.
18. Each puller will be allowed to re-pull, providing their first pull does not exceed 75 feet.
19. Pullers in antique classes will not shift gears or activate torque amplifier during pull.
20. No entries will be accepted once a class has started to pull.
21. These rules will be enforced, interpreted or amended by track officials as necessary..

